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THE SPECTRUM (P A BP(2))_00
DONALD M. DAVIS,1 DAVID C. JOHNSON, JOHN KLIPPENSTEIN,2
MARK MAHOWALD1 AND STEVEN WEGMANN
Abstract. The spectrum (P A BP(2))_00 is defined to be the homotopy inverse
limit of spectra P„A a BP(2), where P_k is closely related to stunted real
projective spaces, and BP(2) is formed from the Brown-Peterson spectrum. It is
proved that this spectrum is equivalent to the infinite product of odd suspensions of
the 2-adic completion of the spectrum of connective A"-theory. An odd-primary
analogue is also proved.

1. Introduction.

(1.1)

In [12 and 8] an inverse system

•■• -P_,_!-P^->

••• -P0

of spectra constructed from stunted real projective spaces was considered. If £ is
any spectrum, the homotopy inverse limit of the system obtained by applying A £ to

(1.1) is denoted by (P A £)_w.
Let BP denote the Brown-Peterson spectrum associated to the prime p [6], and
BP(h) the associated spectrum constructed in [4] and studied in [9] which satisfies
v*(BP(n))

= Z(p)[vx,...,vn].

A corrected conjecture of [8] is that there is an equivalence of spectra

(1.2)

(P A BP(«»_oo = fl Z2k-lBp(n - 1),

where the BP's are associated to p = 2, and £ denotes the 2-adic completion of the
spectrum £. This was proved when n = 1 in [8]. The purpose of this paper is to
prove the cases n = 2 and n = oo of Conjecture
prime.

1.2 and a generalization

to every

Before we embark upon the constructions required to state the theorem, especially
in the case when p is odd, we sketch the intuition behind the result and proof when

p = 2. We have

*,((P A BP<2»_ J « invlim^P^,.,

A BP<2»,
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which can be calculated by standard methods (see e.g. (4.2)) tobeYlkeZ'!rm('22k~xbu).
In order to topologically realize this isomorphism, we must construct compatible
maps

22,/3w^ 2P2k-i A BP(2).
Using cofibrations related to the fact that the sphere bundle of 77 ® 77 over CP" is
P2"+x, we construct a map from a spectrum Ck into 2P2A_, A BP(2), where

H*(Ck)«H*(

\/22ibu

A novel spectral sequence argument (§5) shows that such a cohomology isomorphism can be realized as an equivalence of spectra. The maps 22lbu -> ~ZP2k_xA
BP(2) will not necessarily be compatible as k decreases, but their existence is used
in another spectral sequence argument (§4) to establish the existence of the desired
maps

227>w^2(P

A BP(2))_oo.

We review the following constructions of [15 and 7]. Let p be any prime and
q = 2(p - 1). There is a complex (p - l)-plane bundle ß over B~2p, which, when
restricted to BZ/p, has sphere bundle equivalent to that of (p - l)X, where X is the
canonical line bundle. Thus for any integer k there is a map

(1-3)

T(k(p - 1)X) -> T(kß),

where T( ) denotes the Thorn spectrum. We denote the spectra in (1.3) by Lqk and
Pqk, respectively. Note that Lqk has one cell of each dimension ^ qk, while Pqk has
one cell of each dimension > qk which is congruent to 0 or —1 mod q. By [7, 1.1]
appropriate skeleta of Lqk and Pqk are stably equivalent to stunted lens spaces and
stunted

7?2 's, respectively.

Thus there are compatible

collapse maps c

c

Lqk

~*

Lq(k + X)

P
rqk

^—>

P + l)>
rq(k

and by collapsing intermediate cells we can define L„ = Lqk/Lq"k~X) if qk < n, and
^(A + D-i = Pqk/Sqk, and obtain inverse systems
~*

L_q(k + X)

-* ■

J,
•••

^

P-q(k+l)

-»

L_qk_x

-»

L_qk

->•■•-»

^

P-qk

-

L0

III
-

P-qk-l

•••

-

P0.

Note that if p = 2, then Ln = Pn for all n, and they agree with the spectra of (1.1).
Definition
1.4. If £ is a /»-local spectrum, then (P A E)_x is the homotopy
inverse limit of
• • • ^ f-rfJt+l)

A E -* P-Qk-l

A £ -

••• -

P0 A £,

and ( L A £ ) _ ^ is the homotopy inverse limit [5] of
• • • -» £_„_, A £ -» L_„ A £ -> ••• -» L0 A £.
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Theorem
1.5. If p is any prime and q = 2(p - 1), there are equivalences of
p-complete spectra

(pabp<2»_oo=

n^-'B^i),

(LABP(2»_-

ri22MBKl>.

where E denotes the p-adic completion of the spectrum E.

The proof of 1.5 utilizes the splitting [11, 13] of BP(l) A BP(l), for which a
BP(«)-analog
for n > 1 has not been established. It also utilizes Robinson's
Runneth theorem for connective 7i-theory [17], for which a BP(«)-analog
is not
apparent. Thus, it will not be easy to generalize 1.5 to (1.2). However, it is not
difficult to prove the n = oo version below.
Theorem

1.6. There are equivalences of p-local spectra
(P A BP).^ « u 2**_1BP, (L A BP)_M * n
*e Z

22/t-1BP.

ke Z

Theorem 1.5 follows from Theorem 2.3, which is proved in §4. The proof of 2.3
utilizes 2.1 and 2.2, which are proved in §3. The proof of Theorem 1.6 appears in §6.
We thank John Jones, Wolfgang Lehmann, and Doug Ravenel for valuable
conversations.
2. Sketch of proof of Theorem 1.5. Many Adams spectral sequence (ASS)
arguments are involved in the proof of 1.5; however, a sketch of the argument can be
presented without resorting to these.
First we establish some notation. We let p be any prime and q = 2(p - 1). The
spectra BP(2) and BP(l) will be abbreviated to B and /, respectively. The latter is
consistent with [11 and 7]. If p = 2, then / = bu, the spectrum of connective
complex 7i-theory localized at 2, while for odd primes / is a summand in Adams'

splitting of bu localized at p.
A denotes the mod p Steenrod algebra, £2 the exterior subalgebra generated by

Milnor primitives Q0, Qx, and Q2, with \Q¡\ = 2p' - 1, and Ex the subalgebra
generated by Q0 and Qx. Then H*(l) = A//Ex = A ®E¡ Fp and H*(B) * A//E2,
where F denotes Z/p
that, for any integer
A = £[x] ® Fp[y±1],
^"yh = (ha)yh+a(p~1).

Z and all cohomology groups have 7ycoefficients. Also, recall
k, H*(Lk) is the submodule of classes of degree > k in
where |x| = 1, \y\ = 2, ßx = -y, 0>ax = 0 if a > 0, and
Here @a denotes the Steenrod operation (= Sq2a if p = 2),

and ß = Q0 is the Bockstein.
7?* = w+(P) * Z(p)[vx, v2] with It;,.|= 2(p1 - 1). The /7-series [/7](Ar) is a power
series with coefficients in 73+.It begins
pX-ip"-1

- l)vxXp + pp-x(pP-x

- l)v2X2p~l

+ ■■■.

Theorem 1.5 follows from the next three results, the first two of which are proved in

§3 and the last in §4.
Spectra CPk for any integer k can be constructed from stunted complex projective
spaces similarly to the real analogs Pk, either as Thorn spectra or using James

periodicity.
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Theorem

2.1. For all integers k there are spectra Tk and cofibrations
Lik-i

-» cpk^

Tk -+ZL2k_x.

B*(Tk) and B+(CPk) are free B^-modules on generators y¡ ^ B2j(Tk) and ß, e
B2i(CPk), respectively, i > k. Moreover, if [p](X) = Y,cJXl +(p-1)J, then qjlß,) =
Theorem

2.2. For each integer k, there is a map of cofibrations

CPkAB

'-»

TkAB

T
V

->

2,L2k_xAB

î
22/B

^

i»k+p2-l

îg

V22/B

-

Ck

i>k

with CA*V/>t22V.
/« 77*( ), ^(Sxy'"1
generates H*(22'l) c H*(Ck).

O 1) = £(-l)^G2,_?7,

where G2i

Theorem 2.3. (i) For any integer i, there is a map S2'"1/ -> (L A B)_o0, such that,
for any integer k, the cohomology homomorphism induced by the composite

tii-H^(LAB)_oa-*L2k_xAB
sends xy'-x+{p-1)j

8 1 to (-\)'@'G2^X.

(ii) The maps of (i) induce an equivalence (V,eZ22'-1/)
A-> (L A B)_x.
(in) There is an equivalence (V/eZ22/~1/)A^
n*eZ22*-1?.

(iv) There are equivalences Tl^-1!

+- (V/eZ2«/-1/)A-»

(P A £)_„.

3. Proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
Proof of 2.1. Let P denote the Thorn spectrum of the complex line bundle ® ^77
over CP00, and P* its 2Ac-skeleton. There is a cofibration

L2*-i i Cp*-i _« Tk X 2L"-1,
where Aiis the canonical map, and L2k~x denotes the skeleton of the lens space BF .
a

If q is made skeletal, then the mapping cone MC(CP*_1 -> P*-1) is I.L2k~2, so
that a commutative diagram of cofibrations

L2k-2

X

I
Loo

x

I
X

*

¿a*-i

cpk-i

cp00

c/>*

-»

I
-^

*

-»

r*-i

r

I
-»

*

-*

r*

2L2*"2

2L°°
*

"*

2L2A_!

is obtained, defining PA when Ac> 0. That Bt(q) corresponds to the /»-series is well
known (see e.g. [19]); this is one definition of the /»-series.
Let An denote the P-order of the Hopf bundle over CP", the Atiyah-Todd number
[3]. lî N = 0 (Ak_2), then there are P-trivializations of the bundles 2/V¿2¿_3 and
nHk _ 2 compatible with the natural map between them [3, 10]. Thus the identification
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of stunted lens spaces as Thorn complexes shows that if N = 0 (Ak_2), then there is
a commutative diagram
•22NL2k-2

X

22AiCP1*-1

I =

I =

j2N+2k-2

X

^2N+1

CPN + k~l
y-rN+\

and these can be chosen compatibly as N and k are varied. Thus, for k negative, Tk
can be defined as the spectrum whose (2 A:+ 2M)-skeleton Tkk+ M satisfies
k + M+N
22Wr*+*= MCJL2*+2W+2^
X CPk:
N

ii N = Q (AM) and k + N > 0. That this is well defined and satisfies 2.1 follows
from the above remarks. D
Now we work toward the proof of 2.2. We form the diagram
q/\l

CPkAB

(3.1)

-»

Tk A B

*it-

M'-

V 22'B

-

V 22iB

i> k

i>k

where hx and Ai2are constructed by applying m °( AP) to maps S2' -+ CPk A B
(resp. Tk A B) representing the generators of Theorem 2.1. Here m is the multiplication of the ring spectrum B [16]. The map q' which makes the diagram commute is
constructed similarly from Y.cJyj_(p_X)j. Let q denote the restriction of q' to all but
the first p2 - 1 summands, and Ck the cofiber of q. The map g in 2.2 is the induced
map of cofibers and is a P-module map.
Next we prove

Proposition
3.2. H*(Ck)~
satisfying the equation of 2.2.

®j>k?,2'A//Ex

as A-modules with generators

G2i

Proof. By the uniformity of the homomorphisms q+, it suffices to consider k = 0.
Since h2 in (3.1) is an equivalence, there is a commutative diagram of cofibrations
*

C0

-»

SL_! A B

->

p2~2

V 22, +17i
i-0

I

I

I=
p2-2

V

22,+1P

(>pl-l

-*

V22,+1P
OO

-*

V 22, +1P.
(=0

Since A:*(22, + 1/) = 2y' ® 1,
77*(C0)

= (a0,a2,...:

ôo«2,

= ôi«2,-«

= ô2«2,-2P2

+ 2)>
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where a2, = g*(2xy/_1

® 1), and if n < 0 then a„ is interpreted

use that the ,4-module //*(2L_,
relations

to be 0. Here we

A B) is generated by {1xy'~x ® 1: 7^0}

QoiZxy^-1 ® 1) = ß^SV

with

® l) = Q2(2xyJ'p2 ® l),

where terms are ignored (not set = 0) if the exponent of y is less than -1.
An isomorphism 4> of the above presentation of H*(C0) with ®1,2'A//EX
given by

*(«2/)=

E

is

(-l)J*JG2l-qJ.

7-0

To verify that $ is well defined, one uses

(3.3)

PJQi-Q,PJ=Qi+i&J-p'

to show O(öoa2i) = ^(ôi0^/-?)
= ^(Ô2a2,-2/)2 + 2). That $ is an isomorphism
follows by a counting argument, or one shows G2l¡-* £( —l)yX^,v«2i-^
*s an
inverse. D
In order to prove C¿ = Vi>jt227, we use the following result proved in §5. The
techniques used in proving this lemma should have uses outside this paper.

Lemma 3.4. IfXis a locally finite connected spectrum with H*( X) ~ @ 12''A//Ex,
then any A-homomorphism H*(l A X) —>77*(/ A /) is realized by a map.

Then 3.4 guarantees existence of a map

p: V 227 A N/aQ
i>k

such that
p*: A//Ex

® © 22,^//£1
; » A-

-» © S2'/!//^

® yl//^

/» A

is the identity homomorphism. Let 77 be a homotopy inverse to p. Then the
composite

S° A Ck -» 7 A Ck -* V 227 A / -» V 227
/»A

i> A

induces an isomorphism in cohomology, completing the proof of 2.2.

[g2, *- 1 ® G2i «- 22'1 ® 1 «- 22,1.]

4. Proof of Theorem 2.3. We will need the following result of [18].
Theorem 4.1 [18, 5.6]. If X is a spectrum of finite type and {Yk} is an inverse
system of spectra, each of finite type, then there is a spectral sequence converging

strongly to [X, holing Yk]*, with E2 = Ext^colim,. H*Yk, 77*X).
Let A denote the /1-module colimA.H*(L_k), A¿ the submodule of classes of
degree > A:,and A*1 the quotient A/A¿. It follows from 4.1 that there is an ASS
with
£2S-' « Exty(A

converging

to [22'"1/, (L A B)_x].

to(-l)'22'"1^'V

and y'+i*-1»

® A//E2,

1}'-XA//EX)

The homomorphism

to (-iy'+122'_^V

sending xyi+<-p~1)J~1 ® 1

gives an element y¡ of £2°-°
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which, when restricted to Ext/j(A2A__1® A//E2,
cohomology

homomorphism

2\

induced by the restriction

A//Ex)

for any k, is the

to 22'-1/

of the map g:

Ck. —»2L2A._j A B of 2.2. [To see that this is /I-linear, one verifies that the
analogous morphism A -» I,2'~1A//EX is £2-linear, extends to A ®£i A -»
22'~l4//£,,
and uses the A-isomorphism A//E2 ® A -> A ®£ A.] Because
Exty(A"-2

® A//E2,

û t —s ^ 2k —2i + 2s(p

pft: Ext^(A ® ¿//£2,

L2,-XA//EX) = Ext^(A2A'"2, I,2i'xA//Ex)

= 0

- 1), the restriction

22'-*4//£1) -. Ext^A,^

® A//E2, 22'-l4//£1)

is injective in the same range and an isomorphism if

t>2k-

2i+i2p2

- l)(s + 1).

Now suppose dr(y¡) ¥=0 in the ASS converging to [22'1/, (L A 5)_00]. Choose
k < i — (p2 — \)r. Then p';^1 is injective, and p'£ is surjective for s < r. Hence
¿/,(p";°(Y,-)) # 0 in the ASS converging to [22'"1/, L_2k_x A B], contradicting the
assertion of the preceding paragraph that p°;°(y,) is the cohomology homomorphism
induced by a map, and hence giving a map 22'"1/ -> (L A B)_x whose cohomology
effect is as required in 2.3(i).
The maps of 2.3(i) give a map fx: VieZ1,2'~xl ->(IA
B)_x. Let pk denote the
compatible maps (L A B)_x -* L2k__xA B. Since each ttj(L2k_x A B) is a finite
/»-group, each L_2k_x A B is /»-complete. Thus there are compatible maps

Mi)'

V 22' V

L2k_x A B,

/eZ

and hence a map/: (V/sZ22,_1/)A-»
(L A B)_x.
The £2-term of the ASS converging to ■nit(L2k_xA B) is easily calculated (see
(4.2)) by minimal resolution. The result is

FpUi\ ® Fp[°]/°"-1 ® FpUoMSi- ' > 0)/(^¿+1g,),
where a, </0, q2, and g, have bidegrees (s,t) equal to (2,0), (1,1), (1,2/»2 - 1), and
(0,2Ac - 1 + qi), respectively. We illustrate for p = 3, where dots indicate F, and
vertical segments multiplication by q0.

(4.2)

..Mil

So °go gi °£i

°g2

Mr

g4

F

°g*

-* t - s

Since all nonzero elements are in even t - s, and differentials decrease t - s by 1,
all differentials must be zero, and so this chart also presents ir^(L2k_x A B), with
vertical segments corresponding to multiplication by /».
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Calculation of induced homomorphisms of minimal resolutions as in 4.4 shows
that the Ext homomorphism induced by a map /: 'Z2k~1+qm+2rl -» L2k_x A B with
0 < r < p — 1 and cohomology effect as in 2.3(i) is

(4 3)

fJ~22k-1 +qm+2rqJq") = h^igm-pn
10

if m > Pn>
otherwise.

Let Gm denote the abelian group with generators /?, for 0 < i < m and relations
p(m-MP+i)ß^ Then the above ASS calcularon shOWsthat
Gm ~ 'iï2j-l{E2j-l-q(m(p+l)-l)

A B),

where /?,■corresponds to 92£(m-i)(p+i)-i- Hence the inverse system

••• ^Gm+x^Gm->
is cofinal in {w2,_1(L_2*-i
*2j-\({L

••• -G,

(¿8,-/3,)

A 73): k -> oo} for any/. Hence

A B)_x)

is the direct product of copies of
isomorphism uses that the derived
irj(L__2k_x A B) is finite.
7t2j_1((V22'"l/)a)
is a direct
generators a¡, which by (4.3) map
under the homomorphism

« lim «•2>_1(L2ik_1A 73) * lim Gm
k

m

the /»-adic integers with generators /?,.. The first
functor VlimkTTif(L_2k_xA B) is 0 because each
product of copies of the /»-adic integers with
to /3, (plus possibly elements of higher filtration)

^-.((V22M/)A)

- *2,-i(¿-2*-i

A 73) = Gm

(for appropriate k). These induce an isomorphism into

limcjm«7r

((LA73)_J.

m

Proof of 2.3(iii). There are projection maps (V22'-1/) A-> 22/c-lA/ whose product (V22'-1/) A-> nAeZ22*-1/
induces an isomorphism in 77#().
Proof of 2.3(iv). The first equivalence follows exactly as in part (iii) above. To
prove the second, we note that the composite

(V2"-l/)A-

(V22-1/)A-

(L A B)_x -(PA

*)-»

induces an isomorphism in 7r*( ) by a calculation similar to 2.3(h), using that
L_ k -» P-qk induces an injection in 77*( ).
4.4. Minimal resolutions. In the proof of 2.3(h), several statements were made
about minimal resolutions. These will now be verified. It suffices to consider the case

k = Oof L2k_x A B.
From the cohomology description given in the proof of 3.2, 77*(2L_1 A B) splits
over A into a direct sum of p - 1 isomorphic (up to grading) ^4-modules. The
bottom summand S has generators z¡, i > 0, with |z,| = qi, and relations Q0(z¡) —
öi(z,-i)
= Q2Ízi-P-i)> where terms with negative subscripts are ignored. We shall
show that a homomorphism /: S -* 2,qmA//Ex sending zm+j >-*(-1)'!?'
for j > 0
induces
/*: Ext/4(2""^//£1,
Fp) - Ext„(S,F„)
as in the case r = 0 of (4.3).
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A minimal resolution (© C¡, d) of A//Ex is A ® 7^,[h0, ux], where u'0u" has
degree i + (q + \)n in C,+n and d(u'0u^) = Q0 ® «o-1"" + ôi ® "ó""-1 (terms
are ignored if an exponent is negative). A minimal resolution of 5 is A ® Fp[wx,w2, z],
where w[w{zk has degree (q + l)i + (qp + q + I) j + qk in Ci+J and
¿(w^z*)

= -Qx ® wi"1*^*

+ go ® w[-1w{zk+1

-Q2 ® w[w{'1zk + Qx ® w[wf~lzk+p.
One verifies that the homomorphism / is covered by the homomorphism of minimal
resolutions
(4.5)

\»[v>¡zm-i-" + k -

(-1)*^*

® «{,«/.

We dualize, naming the dual to u¡,m/ as q'0q{ and the dual to w[wjzk as q'0q{gk+i.
This naming is consistent with the Yoneda action of q0 on these Ext groups. The

dual of (4.5) is (4.3).
5. Proof of Lemma 3.4. We will use the following result.
Theorem

5.1 [13, 11]. There are finite spectra K(m) such that

l Als

V %qmK(m) A I.
m>0

As an Ex-module H*K(m) ~ L(v(m\)) © £, where F is free, v( ) is the exponent of p
in the prime factorization, and L(m) is the Ex-module with generators g,, 0 < /"< m,

|g,| = qi, with relations QXG¡= Q0Gi+xfor 0 < i < m, Q0G0, and QxGm.

Let L( —m) be the £,-module dual to L(m). Then if m > 0, L(-m)

has

generators h¡, -m < i < 0, \h¡\ = -qi - 1, with relations Q0h, = Qxh¡_x for -m
< ; < 0. Most of our work will be directed toward proving the following result. Here
the elsewhere we use the change-of-rings theorem without comment.
Theorem

5.2. Let X be as in 3.4. Let Z be a finite spectrum with H*(Z)

= L( —m)

© F as Ex-modules, with F free. Then the ASS
Ext£i(//*(XA

Z), Fp) =>7T*(/A X A Z) = U(X A Z)

collapses.

For any spectra X and Y, let [/ A X, I A Y], denote the set of /-module maps,
using m: I A I -* I.

Proposition 5.3. [/ A X, I A I A Y], * [X, IA Y].
Proof. If ;': 5° — /, then /-> (m A Y)° f °(i A X) and / A £ <- £ are inverse.
D

Proof of 3.4. Let Wmn = l.q(m+")K(m)AK(n),
DWmn its dual and W =
V„, „ Wmn. Let j: I A W -> I A I A I be an equivalence given by 5.1. Let X be as in
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3.4. There is a commutative diagram

[l A 1,1 AX]

-

HomA(H*(l A X), H*(l A I))

II

II

[/ A 7 A /,/ A / A X],

HomF(H*X,

II

H*{1 A I))

II

[I A W,l A /A X],

HomE¡(H*X,H*W)

II

II

[W,lAX]

->

HomA(H*(l A X), H*W)

II

II

Y\[Wm,n,lAX]

-

Y\UomAiH*(lAX),H*Wmn)

II

II

Y\\s\l*XADWmi]

-

Y\YiomA{H*{lr\XADWmJ,Fp)

By Lemma 5.10, DWm„ satisfies the hypothesis of Z in 5.2. Thus 3.4 follows from
5.2 and the above diagram. D
Theorem 5.2 will be proved by comparing the ASS with the following spectral
sequence of Robinson.
Theorem

5.4 [17]. If X and Z are spectra of finite type, there is a Kunneth spectral

sequence (KSS)

El, = Tor's;,{l*X,l*Z) =*lm(XA Z).
E2, = 0ifs>

2. There is a single possible differential d2: E2j -* £02,+1.

We begin by calculating l*(X) and /*(Z). Henceforth Ext(M) is short for
Ext/; (M, Fp). The next result, 5.6, is well known [1, 11, 14, 2].
Definition
5.5. Let q0 and qx be the canonical generators of bideg(s, t) = (1,1)
and (1,2/» — 1), respectively, in Ext(7^,). Let M(s) denote the Ty^.í/J-module
with:
if s ^ 0, generators

a„ 0 < i < s, of bideg(0, qi), and relations

qxa¡ = q0ai+1,

0 < /' < s;
if s < 0, generators b_¡, 0 < i < s, of bideg(0, -iq - 1), and a of bideg(s, s), and
relations qxb_i = q0b_{i_X), 1 < i < 5, q0b_s, and qxb_x.

Theorem 5.6. Ext(L(i)) ~ M(s).
Recall 7r+(/) - Z(/))[í;]withí; (= vx)e irq(l).
Definition 5.7. N(s) is the Z(/))[i;]-module with:
if s > 0, generators a„ 0 < /' < i, of degree qi, and relations va¡ = pai+x, 0 < /' <
s;

if s < 0, generators b_¡, 0 < i < í, of degree -/<? - 1, and a of degree 0,
relations vb_¡ = pb_(¡_X), 1 < / < s, pb_s, and vb_x.
Theorem 5.8. Let Y be a locally finite connected spectrum, V a finite graded
F-vector space, and V* its dual vector space.
(i) If H*Y is Ex-isomorphic to ®r2,2s'L(mr) © (V ® Ex) withmr > 0, then

UY = ® 22W(mr)

© V*.
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(ii) 7/77*y=

2JL(-«)ffi(F®

Ex), then l*Y= 2W(-«)©
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V*.

Proof. A Bockstein spectral sequence argument as in [11, §9D or 9, 4.17] shows
that the free £,-submodule of 77*y yields a trivial Z(/))[i;]-submodule of l+Y.
Disregarding these, the ASS for l+Y has £2-term given from 5.6 and has no possible
nonzero differentials. Thus © ~2.2SrM(mr) is an associated graded for l^Y as a
Z(p)-module. In order to choose generators of lmY which satisfy the relations of
© 2,2SrN(mr), we use the easily proved fact that in l+Y all elements of filtration > 1
are in (p,v)- {classes of positive filtration}. We choose generators in order of
increasing degree. Choose a generator a, correct in the associated graded. It will
satisfy filtr(/»a, — vat_x) > 1. Then a, and a¡_x can be varied by elements of
positive filtration so that the new elements satisfy pa\ - va\_x = 0. The change in
a¡_2 may require changes in a,:_,,..., a 0. Since each N(mr) has only a finite
number of a,'s, there is no convergence problem in this procedure. D

Included in the proof of 5.1 in [11] is the ^-splitting
A//Ex »

© ~ZqmL(v(m\)) © F.

Thus if X is as in 3.4, there is an £,-isomorphism

(5.9)

H*X~F®

© I.2s'L(mr)

with mr > 0 and F free.

r

We will need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.10. If m,n > 0, there is an isomorphism of Ex-modules

L(m)®L(-n)~

L(m - n) ffi(F® Ex),

where V is a graded F -vector space, with generating function for its dimensions

x-i"-i(\

- x^"' + i-^)(\

- xic + o)

(l-xq)(l-xq)
where

|0
\1
Proof.

if n < m,
ifn^m.

The classification of £, -modules in [1 or 2] and consideration of Q0- and

<2i-homology implies the general form. Let ps(x) = 1 + (1 + x)(xq + ■■■ +xsq).
Then the generating function gy(x) for V satisfies
(1 + x)(l

+ xq+x)gv(x)

= pm(x)-pn(x~x)-p{m_lll(x^-xx').

The calculation is then routine. D
Now let X and Z be as in 5.2. Since 5.8 implies that each summand in the
£rsplitting of H*X and 77*Z gives rise to corresponding summands in l*X and
/„Z, we can calculate the £2-terms of 5.2 and 5.4 summand-by-summand.
These
results are summarized in 5.11. The Ext calculation of 5.2 is performed using 5.6 and
5.10, while the Tor calculation of 5.4 will be presented later. If M is an £,-module,
let M denote the underlying graded Fp-vector space. In the Tor calculation of 5.4,
this grading refers to s + t.
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Theorem 5.11.
H*X-summand

H*Z- summand

contribution to ASS E2 of 5.2 contribution to KSS E2 of 5.4

E,
L(m)

El

E\

L(-n)

L(m)

L(-n)

L(m)
L(-n)

in s = 0
in s = 0

L(m) , split between s = 0 and 1,
L( - n) , split between s = 0 & 1,

© Fp in (s, t) = (2, -1) & (0,0),
M( m - n ) e V,
as in 5.10, in s

N(m - n), split between s = 0 1,
© V, as in 5.10, ins = 0

See 5.12 for a more precise statement of the N(m - n)-case.

Proof of 5.2. As in the proof of 5.8, [9, 4.17] implies that the filtration-0 7^,'s
cannot support a nonzero differential. Aside from these, £2 of the ASS of 5.2
consists of infinite <70-towersin even degrees and finite g0-towers in odd degrees.
[This uses 5.6 and 5.10; an example is given below.] The only possible differentials
might go from infinite towers to (the top part of) finite towers. By 5.11 and 5.12,
£02* in the KSS of 5.4 contains finite cyclic summands isomorphic to the summands
in l*(X A Z) which would be caused by these finite towers in the ASS if they are
not hit by a differential. If the finite towers are hit by a differential in the ASS, the
corresponding summands must also be hit by a differential in the KSS, since the
f^-terms of the two spectral sequences must be associated gradeds of the same
graded abelian group. This differential can only come from £2+, where there are

only Fps.
By 5.11, the FZs in the KSS correspond exactly (in number and degree) to those in
the ASS, except for pairs (in the third case of 5.11) which have the possibility of
self-annihilation.

(And, indeed, this self-annihilation

must occur.) If d2 on an Fp in

the KSS were to hit a nonzero element in a summand of order greater than /», this
would eliminate the possibility of agreement of the 7^,'s in Ex of the spectral
sequences, which must be present.

We illustrate with H*Z = L(-4) and

H*(X) = L(6) © 2?£i © 23"L(1).
Of course, 77*^ as in 3.4 will have infinitely many summands, but the simple case
here contains all pertinent features. ExtsE[(H*(X A Z), Fp) is given by Figure 1

U

-1

0

q-l

I qt

2q

Figure 1

3q

11
4q
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Table 1
number of additional F 's in s = 0, f
m

mq - 1 in ASS

4

1
3
4
6
6
5
5
5

■3
-2
1
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

mq - 1 in KSS

mq in ASS

1
2
3
5
5
5
5
5
3
2
1

3
2
1

(where dots are F 's and vertical segments multiplication by q0) plus filtration zero
Fps as given in Table 1. Tors ,(l*X, l*Z) contains the F 's in 5 = 0 in the last
column above, plus Figure 2, where a number e means Z/pe (e = oo means Z). The
only possible differential in the KSS is on the lone class in s = 2. It must be nonzero
in order to give agreement in lq+x(X A Z). Then there can be no nonzero differentials in the ASS in order to give agreement. D
All that remains is the verification of the last column of 5.11. Tor( ) will always
mean Tor'*( ) = Tor2"»1"^ ). The first three cases reduce to calculating the homol-

ogy of

Cx

Cn

2.1M

Mffi 2qM

M

2qz

vz —p~2.qz

x + S'y

-*

px + vy

for M = F N(m), and N(-n), since for 5 = 0,1,2, Torf(M, Fp) ~ Tors(Fp, M) is
the i th homology group of this sequence. These are readily verified to be F -vector
spaces with bases as in Table 2. To visualize these calculations, the reader may be
aided by charts of N(m) and N( —n) in [2]. The total degrees s + t of these elements
are as claimed in the first three rows of the last column of 5.11.

1
1

3«? -2q

6,1
1,1 oo

q

5,1
2oo,l

o
Figure 2

4

3,1

3 oo

oo,oo

2q

3(7

2
oo,oo

s = 2
s= 1
5= 0

4<7 s + t
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Table 2

M

s= 1

5= 0

a, 2qa

N(m)
N(-n)

2 «a

a i - 2,al-_1: 0 < / < m

b_„,b¡- 2qb,_x: -n < i < 0, S^.j

b_n,...,b_x,a

0
»"-^«¿».i

Let P(-i) denote the submodule of N(-s) generated by the A»,'s.Thus N(-s) ~
T(-s) © A^O). Let I denote the ideal (p,v) in Z{p)[v]. Note that the submodule
Ik ■N(m) is isomorphic to N(m + k); in the sequel, N(m)/N(m + k) means
N(m)/Ik ■N(m).

Theorem 5.12. Tors(N(m), N(-n))
Tor0(N(m),N(-n))

= 0 if s > 1.

= V®N(m)

T(-(n

- m))

0

ifn>m,

if n^m,

Torx(N(m),N(-n))J^N{0)/N{m)
1V

"

\2-1/V(«i-/I)//V(»i)

with Vas in 5.10.

*">""•
i/w>«.

FAzi« there is a short exact sequence of graded abelian groups (where grading in Tor,,

is s + t).

0 -> Tor0»(7V(m),7V(-«))

-> Fffi7V(m - n) -> To^+(N(m),

N(-n))

-* 0.

PAi/'jis the precise version of the last case of 5.11.

Proof.
TorJ(Ar(m),/V(-«))

« Tors(7V(m),r(-n))

© Tors(/V(w),

7V(0)),

and the latter summand is N(m) ii s = 0, and 0 otherwise. Tor0(N(m), T(-n))~
N(m) ® T( —n); all ® ing is over Z(p)[v]. This has an F^-subspace with basis

B = {a¡b_j - a¡ + xb_j_x: 0 < i < m, 1 sSy < n}
U {a,-7>_i: max(0, w-n)<i'<m},
where ®-signs are omitted, and b_n_x is to be interpreted as 0. For example,
p(aib_j - ai+1b_j_i) = vaib_j_x - vaib_j_x. This basis is also annihilated by v.
The generating function for this subspace agrees with that of F of 5.10. If m > n,
the mn + n elements in B span N(m) ® T(-n), while if n > m, B' = B U [amb_j\
m < j < n) spans N(m)® T(-n). These elements amb_j have the same degrees
and satisfy the same relations as the generators of T(-(n - m)). This defines a
homomorphism

V®T(-(n

- m)) -» N(m) ® T(-n).

An inverse 4>is easily obtained by sending alb_j to the appropriate sum of elements
of B'; one easily verifies that
<pipa,b_j)

= 4>(vai_xb_j) = <$>(pa,_xb_J+ x).
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¡MM1'
Figure 3
There is an exact sequence

(5.13)
0-»Tor,(7V(/n),r(-/i))-»

m

© 2"T(-n)
;= 1

d

"'

-> © 1qiT(-n)

-* N(m) ® T(-n)

-* 0,

d(o¡b_j) = pa¡b_j - vo¡_xb^,

i= 0

where a,A»is the generator b in S?'P( —n).
For m > n, let z¿ = E"_1o/ + ,A»_,for 0 < j < m - n. Then zy e ker(a"), order(zy)
= orderiA».!) = /»", and t»z7= pzJ+x. Thus {z0,..., zm_„} generate a submodule of
ke^a1) isomorphic to 2,~xN(m — n)/N(m). For example, a chart representing this
graded abelian group when m = 7 and « = 4 is given below. Towers are a units
apart; bottoms of towers represent z0, zx, z2, z3, uz3, v2z3, and t>3z3,and vertical

segments are •/». See Figure 3. This can be shown to be all of ker(a") by calculating
orders of groups in (5.13).
Similarly, if m < n, then ptt~mTf¡Li0i^-i IS m ker(a"), has order pm, and generates a submodule isomorphic to 2~XN(Q)/N(m), which must be all of ker(a") by a
counting argument.
D
6. The spectrum (PA BP)^^. In this section we prove Theorem 1.6 by proving
the analogue of Theorem 2.3 with all A's and 73's replaced by BP. We call this result
6.3. Let £ denote the exterior subalgebra of A generated by all Milnor primitives Q¡,

i > 0. Then 77*BP = A//E. By 4.1 and the change-of-rings theorem there is an ASS
with

£2 = Ext£(A,

S2'-XA//E)

converging

strongly

to

[S2'"^,

(L A BP)_ oj. Since A//E is 0 in odd degrees and all Q¡ have odd degree, A//E is
a trivial £-module, and hence the £2-term is riExt£(A, ~ï.mFp),where the product is
over odd integers m (oft repeated) > 2/ — 1. But Ext£'(A, F ) is 0 if t — s is even
(see below), and so the ASS is concentrated in even values of / — s and hence

collapses. Thus the homomorphism A ® A//E

-» 22,~l4//£

sending xy'~1+ip~1V

® 1 to ( —Y)'&'( is realized by a map as in 6.3(i).
As in the proof of 2.3(h), the maps constructed above induce a map as in 6.3(h).
The minimal resolution argument 4.4 extends without difficulty to show that

EKtA(A//E,Fp)**Fp[q0,qi,...],
ExtA(A2k_x ®A//E,Fp)

* Fp[q2,q3,...]9

Fp[o]/op-1

»Pp[qß}(gi:i>0)/(q,0+1gl),
and that for 0 </-</»1 a map /: I.2k'x +qm+2rBP-^ L2k_x A BP with
cohomology effect as in 6.3(i) induces Ext homomorphism
(6.1) U{o2k-i+<"+irqtä
■••«;*)
= ¡o'qkî1

\0

• ' ■ ífoiSm-,*,

otherwise.

- ■■■-Pkflk

iîm>pnx+

-.. +pknk,
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For any integer j, the homomorphism

^-1((V22'-1BP)")

- tt2j_x((L A BP)_ J

is an isomorphism of direct products of copies of the /»-adic integers indexed by
finite sequences (nx,...,nk)
of nonnegative integers, corresponding to a"' ■• • qkk
(suspended appropriately) and q2l • • • q'k\x (on an appropriate g), respectively. By
(6.1), the isomorphism is (under the identifications of the previous sentence) the
identity homomorphism, at least up to elements of higher filtration, establishing

6.3(h). The proofs of 2.3(iii), (iv) are easily adapted to BP, yielding 6.3(iii), (iv).
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